Physical black holes in semiclassical gravity
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We derive and critically examine properties of physical black holes (PBHs) that follow
from the formation of a regular apparent horizon in finite time of a distant observer. In
spherical symmetry, only two distinct classes of solutions to the semiclassical Einstein
equations are self-consistent. Both are required to describe PBH formation and violate
the null energy condition in the vicinity of the outer horizon. The near-horizon geometry
differs considerably from the one that is described by classical solutions. Accretion
after horizon formation results in a firewall that violates quantum energy inequalities.
Consequently, semiclassical PBHs can only evaporate once a horizon has formed. The
two principal generalizations of surface gravity to dynamic spacetimes are irreconcilable,
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observed astrophysical black holes indeed have horizons, their formation is associated
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1. Introduction
Our current understanding of ultra-compact objects (UCOs) can be summarized as
follows: the existence of astrophysical black holes (ABHs) — dark massive compact
objects — is established beyond any reasonable doubt. However, it is unclear when,
how, or if at all these UCOs develop the standard black hole features, such as horizons and singularities. A large number of models, often with deliberately designed
features (or lack thereof), purport to describe ABHs. Translating the differences
between these models into potentially observable differences between the signals
received from the black hole candidates they describe is one of the most exciting
topics in gravitational physics research 1,2 .
There is no unanimously agreed upon definition of a black hole 3 . The salient
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feature of a mathematical black hole (MBH) 4 is the event horizon that separates
our outside world from an inaccessible interior. However, event horizons are global
teleological entities that are even in principle unobservable 5,6 , and observational,
numerical, and theoretical studies focus on other characteristics of black holes.
A trapped region is a spacetime domain where both ingoing and outgoing futuredirected null geodesics emanating from a spacelike two-dimensional surface with
spherical topology have negative expansion 7–9 . Its evolving outer boundary is the
apparent horizon. This definition captures the most fundamental feature of black
holes as spacetime regions that nothing, not even light, can escape. It is also local
(and thus physically observable): the escape is not possible now, but the notion of
“now” depends on the observer. Following the characterization scheme of Ref. 4,
we refer to a trapped spacetime region as a physical black hole (PBH).
Further qualifications are in order. Two natural (and almost unavoidable) assumptions — regularity of the apparent horizon and its finite-time formation according to the clock of a distant observer — allow us to obtain the restricted form
of the near-horizon geometry. In spherical symmetry (to which we mostly restrict
our discussion here), they uniquely determine the formation scenario for PBHs. We
now outline the motivation and justification for these requirements. Fig. 1 illustrates
some of the considerations that underpin them.
In classical general relativity (GR) non-spacelike singularities destroy predictability. According to the weak cosmic censorship conjecture 13,14 (which is the
idea that we essentially follow here), spacetime singularities are covered by event
horizons. Quantum gravitational effects are expected to become important when
the spacetime curvature is sufficiently strong, 8,15 , i.e. when the Kretschmann scalar
−4
K ··= Rµνρσ Rµνρσ reaches the Planck scale, that is K & lP
. The most spectacular
prediction of quantum field theory on curved backgrounds 15 is Hawking radiation.
It not only completed black hole thermodynamics 8,16 , but has given rise to the
infamous information loss problem 10 . Regular (singularity-free) black holes were
introduced to altogether eliminate singularities in classical gravitational collapse or
as a way to resolve the problem of information loss 4,17,18 . Leaving aside discussions
of cosmic censorship, we formulate the regularity criterion as the absence of singularities at the apparent horizon. A precise mathematical formulation is provided in
Sec. 2.
For a horizon to be considered a genuine physical object rather than merely a
useful mathematical tool, it must form in finite time of a distant observer, and there
should be some potentially observable consequences of this formation. Moreover, if
black holes do indeed emit Hawking radiation, and their evolution roughly resembles
that of Fig. 1(a), then the apparent horizon forms in finite time tS of a distant
observer. We note that, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the outer apparent horizon is
located outside of the event horizon 8,10 . Hence all signals that are emitted from the
so-called quantum ergosphere 12,19 — part of the trapped region that lies outside of
the event horizon — reach future null infinity I + . Moreover, models of transient
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Fig. 1. Schematic Carter–Penrose diagram of (a) the conventional formation and evaporation of
a black hole, and (b) the formation and evaporation of a RBH. The outer apparent horizon rg (t)
and the inner apparent horizon rin (t) form the boundary of a PBH and are shown in blue. The
equal time surface ΣtS is drawn as a dashed orange line. The trajectory of a distant observer
Bob is labeled “B ” and indicated in green. Dashed grey lines correspond to outgoing radial
null geodesics. (a) Diagrams of this type are elaborations of the original sketch by Hawking 10 .
Spacetime regions corresponding to PBH (MBH) solutions are indicated by blue (black) arrows.
Light signals emitted from within the trapped region, but outside of the event horizon, reach I +
and are detected by Bob in his finite proper time. The collapsing matter and its surface are shown
as in conventional depictions
of the collapse. However, the matter in the vicinity of the outer

apparent horizon t, rg (t) violates the NEC for t > tS . Moreover, the energy density, pressure,
and flux as seen by an infalling observer Alice vary continuously across it, and the equation of
state dramatically differs from that of normal matter that may have been used to model the initial
EMT of the collapse. (b) The asymptotic structure of a simple RBH spacetime 11 coincides with
that of Minkowski spacetime. Conditions for the smooth joining of the inner and outer apparent
horizon are described in Ref. 12. An unmarked green line represents a hypersurface r = const
that passes through the PBH.

(even if long-lived) regular black holes (RBHs) imply the finite-time formation and
disappearance of the trapped region, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). This leads to our
second requirement: the finite-time formation of an apparent horizon according to
a distant observer.
Working in the framework of semiclassical gravity, we use classical notions
(horizons, trajectories, etc.) and describe dynamics via the Einstein equations
Gµν = 8πTµν . We do not assume any specific matter content nor a specific quantum state ω that produces the expectation values of the energy-momentum tensor
(EMT) Tµν = hT̂µν iω . Note that this EMT describes the total matter content
— both the original collapsing matter and the produced excitations. We do not
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assume the presence of Hawking-like radiation, an event horizon, or a singularity.
To simplify the exposition we work in asymptotically flat spacetimes, even if it is
not essential for the resulting near-horizon geometries.
2. Admissible spherically symmetric solutions
It is convenient to use Schwarzschild coordinates to impose the two assumptions
described above. Here, the time t represents the physical time of a stationary
distant observer, and the coordinate singularities allow us to identify the admissible
solutions. A general spherically symmetric metric is given by
ds2 = −e2h(t,r) f (t, r)dt2 + f (t, r)−1 dr2 + r2 dΩ.

(1)

These coordinates provide geometrically preferred foliations with respect to Kodama
time, a natural divergence-free preferred vector field 9,20 . Using the advanced null
coordinate v, the metric is written as


C+
ds2 = −e2h+ 1 −
dv 2 + 2eh+ dvdr + r2 dΩ.
(2)
r
The Misner–Sharp (MS) mass 9,21 C(t, r)/2 is invariantly defined via
f (t, r) ··= 1 − C/r ··= ∂µ r∂ µ r,
(3)

and thus C(t, r) ≡ C+ v(t, r), r . The functions h(t, r) and h+ (v, r) play the role
of integrating factors in coordinate transformations, such as
dt = e−h (eh+ dv − f −1 dr).

(4)

The apparent horizon is located at the Schwarzschild radius rg (t) ≡ r+ (v) that is
the largest root of f (t, r) = 0 9,22 . In (v, r) coordinates the tangents to the ingoing
and outgoing radial geodesics are given by
µ
lin
= (0, −e−h+ , 0, 0),

µ
lout
= (1, 21 eh+ f, 0, 0),

(5)

respectively. They are normalized to satisfy lin · lout = −1, and their corresponding
expansions are
eh+ f
e−h+
,
ϑout =
.
(6)
r
r
The Schwarzschild coordinates become singular as r → rg . We extract information about the EMT and therefore about the near-horizon geometry by studying how
various divergences cancel to produce finite curvature scalars. Singular points are
identified through the presence of incomplete geodesics in their vicinity and are excluded from manifolds representing the spacetime. These geodesics are inextendible
in at least one direction, but the range of their generalized affine parameter (proper
time for timelike geodesics) is bounded 7,14,23,24 . We focus on curvature singularities and formalize the regularity requirement as the demand that curvature scalars
built from polynomials of Riemann tensor components are finite. This condition
ϑin = −
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corresponds to the absence of essential scalar curvature singularities. More stringent conditions that involve higher covariant derivatives or regularity of individual
components are not imposed.
In a general four-dimensional spacetime, there are 14 algebraically independent
scalar invariants that can be constructed from the Riemann tensor 25 . We use
two quantities that are expressed straightforwardly from components of the EMT,
namely
T̃ ··= T µµ ,

T̃ ··= Tµν T µν .

(7)

The Einstein equations relate them to the curvature scalars as T̃ ≡ −R/8π and T̃ ≡
Rµν Rµν /64π 2 , where Rµν and R are the Ricci tensor and Ricci scalar, respectively.
In spherical symmetry, if the two scalars of Eq. (7) are finite, then the rest are finite
as well 26 .
It is convenient to introduce
τt ··= e−2h Ttt ,

τt r ··= e−h Tt r ,

τ r ··= T rr .

(8)

The three Einstein equations for Gtt , Gtr , and Grr can then be written as
∂r C = 8πr2 τt /f,
2 h

(9)

r

∂t C = 8πr e τt ,

(10)
r

2

∂r h = 4πr (τt + τ ) /f .
T θθ

T ϕϕ

Since the term
≡
requires that the scalars

is finite in GR

T = (τ r − τt ) /f,

27,28

(11)

, regularity of the apparent horizon


T = (τ r )2 + (τt )2 − 2(τt r )2 /f 2 ,

(12)

are finite at r = rg . It was shown that only two classes of dynamic solutions (with
the leading terms in the functions τa , a ∈ {t , tr , r } scaling as f k , k = 0, 1) satisfy
the regularity conditions 28,29 . We now briefly summarize their properties.
2.1. Generic solution (k = 0)
In principle, the solutions with k = 0 allow for τt → τ r → ∓Υ2 , τt r → ∓Υ2 for
some Υ(t) > 0, but only
√
τt ≈ τ r = −Υ2 + O( x),
(13)
√
r
2
τt = −Υ + O( x),
(14)
where x ··= r − rg denotes the coordinate distance from the horizon, describe valid
PBH solutions: taking τt → τ r → +Υ2 results in complex-valued solutions of
Eqs. (9)–(11) (see Ref. 27 for details). The negative sign in the leading term of
τt and τ r leads to the violation of the null energy condition (NEC) 7,30,31 in the
vicinity of the apparent horizon, i.e. a future-directed outward (inward) pointing
radial null vector k µ does not satisfy Tµν k µ k ν > 0 for the contracting (expanding)
Schwarzschild radius rg 27 . An immediate consequence of this result is that accreting
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Vaidya black hole solutions in (v, r) coordinates cannot describe PBHs as they
satisfy the NEC 27 .
The metric functions that solve Eq. (9) and Eq. (11) are
√
√
C = rg − 4 πrg3/2 Υ x + O(x),
(15)
√
1 x
h = − ln + O( x),
2 ξ
where ξ(t) is determined by the choice of time variable and the higher-order terms
depend on the higher-order terms in the EMT expansion 32 . Eq. (10) must then hold
√
identically. Both sides contain terms that diverge as 1/ x, and their identification
results in the consistency condition
p
√
rg0 / ξ = ∓4 πrg Υ,
(16)
where the minus (plus) sign corresponds to evaporation (accretion). Useful information can be obtained by working with retarded and advanced null coordinates
that result in regular metric functions 27 . If rg0 > 0, this is achieved by using the
retarded null coordinate u. For rg0 < 0, the advanced null coordinate v leads to
X
C+ (v, r) = r+ (v) +
wi (v)(r − r+ )i ,
(17)
i>1

h+ (v, r) =

X

χi (v)(r − r+ )i ,

(18)

i>1

for some functions wi (v), χi (v), where w1 6 1 due to the definition of r+ . This
is the general form of the metric functions in (v, r) coordinates that ensures finite
curvature scalars at the apparent horizon if rg0 < 0 28 . The components of the EMT
in (v, r) and (t, r) coordinates are related by
θv ··= e−2h+ Θvv = τt ,
θvr ··= e−h+ Θvr = (τt r − τt ) /f,
θr ··= Θrr = (τ r + τt − 2τt r ) /f 2 ,
where Θµν labels the EMT components in (v, r) coordinates.
The limiting form of the (tr) block of the EMT as r → rg is
!
!
Υ2 /f −ε± e−h Υ2 /f 2
Υ2 −1 ε±
a
,
T b =
,
Tâb̂ =
f
ε± eh Υ2
−Υ2 /f
ε± −1

(19)
(20)
(21)

(22)

where the second expression is written in the orthonormal frame. It makes the
violation of the NEC particularly transparent.
In the test-field limit 15 quantum fields propagate on a given gravitational background, but the resulting EMT is not permitted to backreact on the geometry via
the Einstein equations. It is instructive to compare the tensor of Eq. (22) with
explicit results obtained in the test-field limit. Out of the three popular choices
for the vacuum state 8,15 , only the Unruh vacuum results in an EMT with nonzero
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Ttr components. The state itself corresponds to the requirement that no particles
impinge on the collapsing object from infinity 33 . In the context of a static maximally extended spacetime, its counterpart is a state with unpopulated modes at
past null infinity and the white hole horizon 8,15 . Using various semi-analytical and
numerical methods that are based on conformally coupled fields 34 and minimally
coupled scalar field 35 , the expectation values of the renormalized components Ttt ,
Tt r , and T rr have been determined explicitly. They approach the same negative
value as r → rg .
The experiences of observers in the vicinity of the apparent horizon depend on
their trajectories. A static observer finds that the energy density ρ ··= Tµν uµ uν =
−T tt , pressure p ··= Tµν nµ nν = T rr , and flux φ ··= Tµν uµ nν , where uµ denotes the
four-velocity and nµ the outward-pointing radial spacelike vector, diverge at the
apparent horizon. The experience of a radially-infalling observer Alice moving on
the trajectory xµA (τ ) = (tA , rA , 0, 0) is different, and also differs from the infall into
a classical eternal black hole.
First, horizon crossing happens
 not only at some finite proper time τ0 , but also
at a finite time t0 (τ0 ), rg t0 (τ0 ) = rA (τ0 ) according to the clock of a distant Bob.
This is particularly easy to see for ingoing null geodesics, where
dt
e−h(t,r)
1
=−
→± 0,
dr
f (t, r)
rg

(23)

at r = rg , the rhs is obtained using Eqs. (15) and (16) 28 , and the upper signature
corresponds to evaporation. We use this result in our estimate of the formation
time in Sec. 4, and in showing that the usual generalizations of surface gravity to
nonstationary spacetimes fail for PBHs (Sec. 3.2).
For an evaporating black hole (rg0 < 0), energy density, pressure, and flux in
Alice’s frame are finite. However, upon crossing the apparent horizon of an accreting
PBH, Alice encounters a firewall,
ρA = Tµν uµA uνA = −

2
√
ṙA
+ O(1/ X),
4πrg X

(24)


where X ··= rA (τ ) − rg tA (τ ) 26 .
Violations of the NEC are bounded by quantum energy inequalities 31,36 . Outside of the singularities the lower bounds were shown to exist for the energy density
hT̂µν iω uµ uν and its smeared averages. These are known to be state-independent
for free fields. For spacetimes of small curvature, explicit bounds for a geodesic
observer were derived in Ref. 37. A finite bound is violated by the 1/f 2 divergence
of the energy density that results in the logarithmic divergence of its smeared time
average 28,38 . Thus we are faced with the following conundrum: either accretion
to a UCO can only occur before the first marginally trapped surface appears, and
PBHs, once formed, can only evaporate, or semiclassical physics breaks down at the
horizon scale. Therefore, we restrict our discussion to evaporating PBHs in what
follows.
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Observers that have crossed the apparent horizon but change their mind before
traversing the quantum ergosphere can exit the black hole before it evaporates.
Their experiences at the apparent horizon are more involved: for a geodesic observer
that attempts to cross the apparent horizon from the inside, the energy density also
diverges. However, it does so according to a weaker 1/f law and thus the integrated
energy density remains finite.
It is possible to find explicit relations between (t, r) and (v, r) coordinates in the
vicinity of the apparent horizon 29,39 , namely

x(r+ + y, v) = r+ + y − rg t(v, r+ + y) = −rg00 y 2 /(2rg0 2 ) + O(y 3 ),
(25)
which relates the coordinates x = r − rg (t) and y(r, v) ··= r − r+ (v). Another useful
relation is
q
Υ
(26)
w1 = 1 − 2 2πrg3 |rg00 | 0 .
|rg |
2.2. Extreme solution (k = 1)
The static solution with k = 0 is impossible, as in this case T would diverge at the
apparent horizon. Consequently, EMT components that allow for static solutions
must behave differently. Many models of static nonsingular black holes assume
finite values of energy density and pressure at the horizon 4,18 . With respect to the
scaling behavior f k of the invariants of Eq. (12), this is the k = 1 solution, with
τt → E(t)f,

τt r → Φ(t)f,

τ r → P (t)f,

(27)

where ρ = E and p = P at the apparent horizon. Any two functions can be
expressed algebraically in terms of the third, and 8πrg2 E 6 1 to ensure that C(t, r)−
rg > 0 for r > rg .
Only the extreme value of E = (8πrg2 )−1 corresponds to non-extreme dynamic
black holes (i.e. those with rg 6= const whose trapped regions have nonzero volume) 29 . As a result
C(t, r) = r − c32 (t)x3/2 + O(x2 ),

(28)

for some coefficient c32 (t) > 0, setting via Eq. (27) the scaling of other leading terms
in the EMT. The consistency of Eqs. (10) and (11) implies P = −E = −1/(8πrg2 )
and Φ = 0. From the next-order expansion we obtain
√
3 x
(29)
h = − ln + O( x),
2 ξ
as well as the consistency relation
rg0 = −c32 ξ 3/2 /rg .

(30)

The NEC violation is more subtle than in the k = 0 case. At r = rg (t) itself the
NEC is marginally satisfied, as
!
1 0
1
Tâb̂ =
.
(31)
8πrg2 0 −1
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However, the NEC is violated for some x > 0, as for both incoming and outgoing
directions lin ,lout we have
√
3c32 x
Tâb̂ lâ lb̂ = −
+ O(x).
(32)
8πrg2
Solutions with a time-independent apparent horizon or general static solutions do
not require w1 = 1 to satisfy Eqs. (19)–(21). Since r+ (v) = rg (t) = const, it is possible to have non-extreme solutions. Then Eq. (10) implies Φ = 0 and the identity
E = −P follows from Eq. (21), leading to a regular function h(t, r). However, in
this case Eq. (4) indicates that the apparent horizon cannot be reached in finite
time t.
3. Implications
PBHs have many remarkable properties. First, we mention an immediate mathematical consequence of the firewalls at the apparent horizon that we have described.
The divergence of ρA (see Eq. (24)) indicates the presence of a matter singularity.
As a result, we observe that if an apparent horizon forms, it is a surface with an
intermediate singularity. The appearance of a negative energy firewall is the counterpart to arbitrarily large tidal forces that could tear apart an observer falling into
such a singularity. In these cases the fate of an observer depends on the integrated
tidal stress 8,40 .
Since all curvature scalars remain finite it is instructive to check the Ricci spinors
Φ00 = 21 R11 ,

Φ22 = 21 R22 ,

Φ11 = 14 (R12 + R34 ).

(33)

Using the natural Newman–Penrose tetrad that is built from the two null vectors
of Eq. (5) and a pair of complex-conjugate vectors mµ and m̄µ ··= mµ∗ ,
1
i
m = √ ∂θ + √
∂φ ,
2r
2r sin θ

m · m̄ = 1,

(34)

we find that the values of all nonzero spinors are finite at the apparent horizon.
µ
µ
µ
µ
However, given the freedom of choice of these vectors lout
→ Alout
, lin
→ lin
/A, the
values of the spinors Φ00 and Φ22 depend on this choice. By choosing A = f (v, r)
(this form of the tangent vectors may appear more natural in (t, r) coordinates),
we find
Φ00 ∝ f,

Φ22 ∝ f −1 ,

(35)

again demonstrating that the apparent horizon is a surface of intermediate singularity 38 .
3.1. Black hole formation
Consider now possibilities for horizon formation. The properties of the selfconsistent solutions of the Einstein equations that we have described above lead
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to the identification of a unique scenario for black hole formation 28,29 . Again, we
consider only evaporating (rg0 < 0) PBHs due to the implications of the results presented in Sec. 2.1. Working in (v, r) coordinates, we assume that the first marginally
trapped surface appears at some vS at r+ (vS ) that corresponds to a finite value of
tS . For v 6 vS , the MS mass in its vicinity can be described by modifying Eq. (17)
as
C(v, r) = ∆(v) + r∗ (v) +

X
i>1

wi (v)(r − r∗ )i ,

(36)

where r∗ (v) corresponds to the maximum of ∆v (r) ··= C(v, r) − r, and the deficit
function ∆(v) ··= C(v, r∗ ) − r∗ (v) 6 0. At the advanced time vS the location of
the maximum corresponds to the first marginally trapped surface, r∗ (vS ) = r+ (vS ),
and σ(vS ) = 0. For v > vS the MS mass is described by Eq. (17). For v 6 vS , the
(local) maximum of ∆v (r) is determined by ∆v (r)/dr = 0, hence w1 (v) − 1 ≡ 0.
There are no a priori restrictions on the evolution of r∗ before the PBH is
formed. However, since an accreting PBH leads to a firewall and we consider only
0
evaporating black holes, r+
(vS ) < 0. For v > vS , the maximum of C(v, r) does not
coincide with r+ (v) since the trapped region is of finite size. As a result, w1 (v) < 1
for v > vS .
This means that at its formation a PBH is described by a k = 1 solution, which
can be seen from Eq. (26), as w1 = 1 implies Υ = 0. It then immediately switches

to the k = 0 solution, with matching decrease in w1 (v) and increase in Υ t(v, r+ ) ,
and w1 < 1 at all subsequent stages. The transition from f 1 to f 0 behavior is
continuous as Υ(tS ) ≡ 0 for the k = 1 solution and it increases thereafter 29 .

3.2. Surface gravity
The surface gravity κ plays an important role in GR and semiclassical gravity 7–9 . However, it is unambiguously defined only in stationary spacetimes (for
a Schwarzschild black hole κ = (2rg )−1 ), where it is proportional to the Hawking
temperature.
Generalizations of surface gravity to dynamic spacetimes are related to two
equivalent definitions of κ in stationary spacetimes that are based on the peeling off
properties of null geodesics near the horizon, and the inaffinity of null geodesics at
the horizon, respectively 9,41 . For sufficiently slowly evolving horizons with properties sufficiently close to their classical counterparts, these different generalizations
of surface gravity are practically indistinguishable 41 . This agreement is important.
Emission of Hawking-like radiation does not require the formation of an event or
even an apparent horizon 42–45 . The role of the Hawking temperature is captured
in various derivations either by the peeling 46 or the Kodama 47 surface gravity.
For PBHs, however, these quantities are very different. The peeling surface
gravity κpeel is defined from the near-horizon behavior of null geodesics 9,41 as the
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linear coefficient in the Taylor expansion of
dr
= ±eh f (t, r)
dt

(37)

in powers of x as x → 0 (i.e. r → rg ). However, such an expansion is impossible
for the metric functions of Eqs. (17)–(18). Alternatively, to be compatible with
Eq. (23), κpeel should be infinite, as we now demonstrate.
For differentiable C and h, the result is
κpeel =

eh(t,rg ) (1 − C 0 (t, rg ))
.
2rg

(38)

This quantity is undefined for k = 0 solutions as for a radial geodesic (Eq. (23)) it
implies
√
dr
= ±|rg0 | + O( x),
dt

(39)

and κpeel diverges (for both k = 0 and k = 1 solutions) 29 .
The Kodama vector field has many useful properties of the Killing field to which,
modulo possible rescaling, it reduces in the static case 9,20,41 . Similar to the Killing
vector, it is most conveniently expressed in (v, r) coordinates,
K µ = (e−h+ , 0, 0, 0).

(40)

It is covariantly conserved, and generates the conserved current
∇µ K µ = 0,
µ

∇µ J = 0,

(41)
µ

J ··= Gµν Kν ,

(42)

thereby giving a natural geometric meaning to the Schwarzschild coordinate time
t. The MS mass is its Noether charge.
Since K(µ;ν) 6= 0, the generalized Hayward–Kodama surface gravity is defined
via 48
1 µ
K (∇µ Kν − ∇ν Kµ ) ··= κK Kν ,
2
evaluated on the apparent horizon. Hence


1 C+ (v, r) ∂r C+ (v, r)
κK =
−
2
r2
r

=
r=r+

(1 − w1 )
,
2r+

(43)

(44)

where Eq. (17) was used to obtain the final result. Thus at the formation of a black
hole (i.e. of the first trapped surface) this version of surface gravity is zero. At the
subsequent evolution stages that correspond to a k = 0 solution, κK is nonzero.
However, it approaches the static value κ = 1/(4M ) only if the metric is close to
the pure Vaidya metric with w1 ≡ 0. This in turn contradicts the semiclassical
results 39 .
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4. Discussion
We have derived properties of PBHs that follow from commonly obtained or assumed, but not always sufficiently articulated requirements: the formation of a
regular apparent horizon in finite time of a distant observer. The two classes of
spherically symmetric solutions that satisfy these requirements must violate the
NEC in the vicinity of the outer apparent horizon, and the matter content is dominated by a null fluid. Unless we accept that semiclassical physics breaks down at
the horizon scale, accretion is no longer possible after the horizon has formed. This
is due to the presence of a firewall that violates bounds on the violation of the NEC.
The firewall is not an artifact of spherical symmetry: the same scenario occurs in
Kerr–Vaidya spacetimes 49 .
It is still not clear how the collapsing matter actually behaves, and how the
continuous transition from f 1 to f 0 behavior upon PBH formation (Sec. 3.1) can
be realized in nature. A mechanism that converts the original matter into the
exotic matter present in the vicinity of the forming apparent horizon is required
to violate the NEC, thus creating something akin to a shock wave to restore the
normal behavior near the inner horizon. However, the emission of collapse-induced
radiation 42–44 is a nonviolent process that approaches at latter times the standard
Hawking radiation and Page’s evaporation law 8,50 rg0 = −α/rg2 , α ∼ 10−3 − 10−4 .
In addition, there is no obvious way to reconcile the two standard definitions
of surface gravity that underpin different derivations of Hawking radiation to dynamic spacetimes (Sec. 3.2): the peeling surface gravity κpeel diverges, whereas
the Kodama surface gravity κK is zero at the instant of PBH formation and in
contradiction with established semiclassical results thereafter. This has interesting
repercussions for the formulation of the information loss paradox 39 and indicates
that the Hawking radiation that is obtained on the Schwarzschild background is
not an asymptotic form of the radiation that is emitted by a PBH.
Our results indicate that the observed ABHs may be horizonless UCOs rather
than genuine PBHs with horizon — not due to some exotic supporting matter or
dramatic variation in the laws of gravity, but simply because the conditions for the
formation of a horizon have not been met at the present moment of t. Even if no
new physics is required to produce the mandatory NEC violation, the process may
be too slow to transform the UCOs that we observe into PBHs. Eq. (23) of Sec. 2.1
sets the timescale of the last stages of infall according to Bob. Assuming that it is
applicable through the radial interval of the order of rg , we find tin ∼ rg /rg0 . For
an evaporating macroscopic PBH, this is of the same order of magnitude as the
Hawking process decay time tevp ∼ 103 rg3 . Such behavior was found in thin shell
collapse models, where the exterior geometry is modeled by a pure outgoing Vaidya
metric 32 . For a solar mass black hole, this time is about 1064 yr, indicating that it
is simply too early for the horizon to form. It is also conceivable that the conditions
are not met before evaporation is complete or before effects of quantum gravity
become dominant 8 . Horizon avoidance may therefore occur due to the absence of
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new physics, and not because of it.
A more detailed understanding of the near-horizon geometry as well as the
behavior of matter during gravitational collapse and PBH formation is needed to
resolve all of the remaining questions. Coming of age of multimessenger astronomy
and controversies surrounding the direct observation of ABHs make it a particularly
timely project.
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